Goldie Johnson - Businesswoman-mechanic and martial arts
instructor, embarks upon a life-changing and soul-searching
journey within the confines of a mysterious organization. The
underground network is attempting to establish itself as an
independent unit which can ably assist the NYPD along with the CIA
and FBI in the fight against those crimes and criminals which have
slipped under the radar. However, Goldie soon discovers that her
involvement with the organization presents her with a variety of
deadly challenges that appear to have connections with her past
including one which is subconsciously signposted: “Family”.
‘GOLD1E’ is 12 short stories of the crime & mystery fiction genres
featuring the life and times and discoveries of its main protagonist
in a modern day ‘pulp odyssey’. The timeline of her journey begins
in the mid-‘90s and continues thru the 1st decade of the new
millennium.

THE VITALS:
Birth Name: Goldie Carpenter
Marital Name: Johnson
Status: Widow/Single
Date of Birth: 4 April, 1968
Star Sign: Aries
Place of Birth: Marin County, Northern California
Place of Residence: Manhattan, New York City (New York
resident since 1983)
Hair: Blonde/long (past shoulder length)
Height: 5’8” (1.7272m)
Weight: 56kg (123Ibs)
Stats: 36-28-35
Shoe Size: 7 (US)
Distinguishing features:






Slight bump on bridge of nose (1996)
Knife wound scar to left shoulder (1997)
Knife wound scar near right ankle (1997)
Gunshot wound scar to left shoulder (2002)
Small scar to lower back (2006)

Occupation:



Businesswoman/Professional Mechanic for Johnson’s Auto Repair & Classic Car Center Brooklyn, New York (Since 1986)
Martial Arts Instructor (Part-time) at Jurrant’s Gym & Self-Defense Workshop - Brooklyn,
New York (Since 1994)

Expertise:





Chun Kuk Do – 5th Degree Black Belt (Achieved in 1998)
Wing Chun Kung Fu – 5th Level (Achieved in 2002)
Pistol Firearms (Beretta M9 and Beretta 92fs)
Driving (Car and Motorcycle – owner of 1970 Dodge Challenger R/T
Special Edition and 2 Harley-Davidson motorcycles)

Hobbies/Interests:


Music/Singing/Study of Meditation in Martial Arts

THE STORIES:
 A Purple Reign
 The Song Remains The Same
 Durango
 Kanan’s Soul – Part 1
 Kanan’s Soul – Part 2
 Harmony’s Voice
 Spirit Of The Cyclone (a.k.a. Love Song For Goldie)
 A Quiet Storm Of Tears
 Love or Confusion?
 Family: The Loudest Word That Echoes
 Distant Hills
 Johnny

The Stories:

“A Purple Reign” is the first story in the “GOLD1E” crime/mystery short
story collection: March, 1995 and it’s not just any other ordinary day for
Goldie Johnson. The past has reared its ugly head and somewhere in a back
alleyway in Upper Manhattan it awaits her. However, support is on hand in
the form of a phone call from the boss of a mysterious organization who is
very much responsible for the strong-willed and resilient woman she is
today. Furthermore, that strong will and resilience is about to be put to the
test…

Alarm bells begin to ring for Goldie Johnson in “The Song Remains The
Same” when she discovers that the name of her late husband’s father is
connected to a sinister operation! From Upstate New York to Miami,
Florida and back up to the end of the line in Rocky Mount, Virginia, Goldie
is caught in the middle of a drug-smuggling pipeline that is proving to be an
elusive operation for the FBI. Meanwhile, she is assigned to the
connections provided by Private Investigator Paul Trevino who proves to be
a beneficial link in the pipeline and one who appears to hold the key to its
destination…

Someone is infiltrating a major drugs operation which links several
major cities between New York and Colorado, and Goldie Johnson
is determined to find out who is behind it. As the mystery
continues, Goldie discovers several pieces of information that tie-in
to her previous assignment for S.W.O.R.D. (The Specialist Woman’s
Organization of Retribution & Defense) and the puzzle gradually
begins to take shape. However, she soon learns that this particular
‘shape’ is one of great determination and resilience – not unlike
herself…

In this 2-part story, a life-threatening situation arises for Goldie Johnson
and consequently she finds herself assigned to the ‘Festival of
Tournaments’ in Southern California. Whilst there she acts as the
assistant/mechanic for Stuntwoman and martial artist, Sandy Malone
whom she suspects is connected with the mob activity surrounding the
death of an employee at the Kanan’s Soul ranch. Soon, a revelation is
discovered during a visit to San Francisco which provides Goldie with
information that incriminates another possible suspect. However, the
festival’s Las Vegas road race may hold the key to the answer she’s been
looking for when she teams up with her boss, Jana Jurrant, to attempt to
uncover the truth…

Goldie Johnson is on a personal mission which
leads her to the canal-laden beauty of Amsterdam.
Once there, more photographs and information
connect a Senator from California with a Dutchborn former SAS Sergeant. However, Goldie soon
discovers further beauty in the Balearic Islands
which takes the form of identical, and talented,
twin sisters who are the key to an overwhelming
revelation…

It’s an emotional time for Goldie Johnson when the
shadows of the past come full circle once more. Another
trip to the Balearic Islands further confuses her emotional
wellbeing as she attempts to come to terms with who she
really is and where she actually belongs! Meanwhile, an
assignment with former rock vocalist turned Pop piano
man, Sam Reno (a.k.a. Elliot Washington) proves to be a
nice distraction, but before long Goldie begins to question
Sam’s motives…

Times have changed for Goldie Johnson, but when a cry for help
comes calling from close quarters, her investigation leads to the
sinister Finnegan & Slater organization. Meanwhile, a set of
vintage postcards of the French Riviera provide clues that point
toward notorious New York drug dealer, Danny Simons and his
involvement in the disappearance of an old friend. With the trail
of destruction Danny has left behind, Goldie decides that the
only way to stop the ex-convict would be to eliminate him.
However, she soon discovers other dangerous forces at
play...and time is gradually running out...

The gripping and heartfelt conclusion of the ‘GOLD1E’ short story collection: It’s 2008, a
stranger arrives in Virginia Beach asking for the whereabouts of one Goldie Johnson. ‘Just
tell her Johnny called…’ is the ambiguous response to everyone’s queries concerning his
identity. Meanwhile, in Long Island, New York, Goldie has been informed of the
stranger’s appearance and decides to reacquaint herself with an old friend:
the Beretta 92fs.

THE HARLEYS:

1983 HARLEY-DAVIDSON WIDE GLIDE FXWG

1988 HARLEY-DAVIDSON SOFTAIL CUSTOM FXSTC

THE 1970 DODGE CHALLENGER R/T SPECIAL EDITION

“With approximately 150,000 words already achieved for
the first drafts of the first 6 ‘Goldie’ stories, I have been able
to develop other ideas for both the character and most
things relevant to her life and environment. On the
following pages you’ll discover information relating to her
martial arts, clothing, star sign and story locations.”
- Tony G. Marshall.

THE MARTIAL ARTS:

CHUN KUK DO – CODE OF HONOR:
1. I will develop to the maximum of my potential.
2. I will forget the mistakes of the past, and press on to greater achievements.
3. I will continually work at developing love, happiness, and loyalty to my family.
4. I will look for the good in everyone, and make them feel worthwhile.
5. If I have nothing good to say about a person, I will say nothing.
6. I will always be as enthusiastic about the success of others as I am about my own.
7. I will maintain an attitude of open-mindedness.
8. I will maintain respect for those in authority, and demonstrate this respect at all times.
9. I will always remain loyal to my God, my country, my family, and my friends.
10.I will remain highly goal-oriented throughout my life; a positive attitude helps my
family, my country and myself.

THE MARTIAL ARTS:

WING CHUN PHILOSOPHY:
One who excels as a warrior does not appear formidable.
One who excels in fighting is never aroused in anger.
One who excels in defeating their enemy does not join issues.
One who excels in employing others humbles themselves before them.
This is the virtue of non-contention and matching the sublimity of heaven.

THE STAR SIGN:

THE LOCATIONS:

Names, characters, businesses, places, events and incidents
are either the products of the author's imagination or used in
a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living
or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.

“GOLD1E” characters, stories and promotional content –
Copyright ©2012 – 2017 by
Tony G. Marshall. All Rights Reserved.

"Having struggled with mental illness I found my world getting
considerably smaller and consequently limited. Therefore, playing
a part in developing her world reopened my thoughts and ideas
which led to 'gateways'. She further introduced me to martial arts,
meditation and mindfulness. From a writer's viewpoint it is a prime
example of character supporting creator. Now I play a part as a
Support Worker, sometimes voluntary - my way of giving back to
reality."
- Tony G. Marshall - August, 2017.

